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ABSTRACT
The growing popularity of multi-tenant, cloud-based computing
platforms is driving research into new QoS models that permit flex-
ible sharing of the underlying infrastructure. In this paper, we re-
examine the use of the popular proportional-share model for re-
source allocation, in the context of modern heterogeneous, multi-
tiered storage systems. We highlight the limitations of the con-
ventional proportional sharing approach to resource allocation, and
describe a new allocation model that provides strong isolation be-
tween clients. This improves the performance characteristics from
the viewpoints of both the clients and the service provider.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a new resource allocation policy and schedul-

ing mechanism for modern shared storage architectures. Two major
trends motivated this work. The first is the growing use of virtual-
ized data centers hosted on shared physical infrastructure, which
support paying customers who expect performance comparable to
running on dedicated resources. The second is the popularity of
tiered storage systems that combine traditional hard disks (HD) and
fast flash-based storage (SSD). The performance of an application
heavily depends on its mix of SSD and HD accesses. However, tra-
ditional proportional sharing (PS) resource allocation policies are
insensitive to this behavior, resulting in lower system utilization
and weak isolation between clients. We propose a storage QoS
performance model that more closely reflects the performance of
applications on a dedicated server. The idea is to reward applica-
tions that make more efficient use of the resources as they would
in a dedicated environment, rather than using the gains from one
application to subsidize the performance of less-well-performing
applications. The subsidy model exemplified by PS is currently
the most common approach for resource allocation in storage sys-
tems [4, 5, 9]. However such solutions implicitly assume homoge-
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neous resources, and are less acceptable when server performance
can fluctuate. Models providing stronger isolation in periodic-real
time multi-media scheduling were proposed in [7, 1]. Time slic-
ing for extracting higher disk utilization for sequential stream ac-
cess was addressed in [8, 6]. These works deal with only a single
sequentially-accessed device.

2. OVERVIEW AND MODEL
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Figure 1: System Model

The model in Figure 1 shows several clients accessing a tiered
storage system composed of hard disks (HD) and solid-state disk
(SSD). The storage system has a queue to buffer pending requests
from where they are dispatched to the device when idle. IO requests
that can be served from the SSD are hits; the remaining misses are
served from the HD. The hit ratio of client i′s workload (hi) is the
fraction of its IO requests that are hits. The miss ratio mi = 1-hi.
Clients may also have a static weight wi that represents its relative
importance. The service times of the HD and SSD are Γ and τ
respectively.

We motivate our scheduling algorithm using an extended exam-
ple. Suppose we have two clients of equal weight sharing a storage
system with Γ=10ms and τ=5ms. Let (a1, a2, · · · ) and (b1, b2, · · · )
denote the accesses of the two clients, and h1=h2=0. The aggregate
system throughput of 100 IOs/sec (IOPS) is equally shared between
the two clients. Now consider what happens if h2 increases to 0.5,
so that one in two requests of client 2 is a hit. Figure 2(a) shows the
service profile of the 1:1 interleaved sequence (a1, b1, a2, b2, · · · ).
For simplicity, the HD and SSD accesses of client 2 are assumed
to be perfectly interleaved. Notice that the system throughput in-
creases from 100 IOPS to 133.3 IOPS, since 4 requests are done
every 30ms. Each client receives 66.6 IOPS.

We argue that proportional sharing as described above is not
ideal for either the client or the system. With PS, the throughputs
of both clients increases when the hit ratio of client 2 improves.
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Figure 2: Scheduling in 1:1 and 1:2 ratios

This appears to be a win-win situation since both clients benefit
and the system utilization also improves. However, this is debat-
able. Notice that client 2 experiences a smaller increase in IOPS
than it would have on a dedicated infrastructure. If run in isola-
tion, its IOPS will double when its hit ratio increases to 1/2, while
in the shared system it increased by only 33%. With additional
shared clients the performance improvement will be even smaller.
Secondly, in a pay-for-services situation, the fact that client 2 is
subsidizing the improved performance of client 1 may be consid-
ered unfair (for instance, it may be paying for SSD use, or may
have incurred costs for application tuning). Interestingly, client 1
may also object to receiving additional IOPS if they cost extra.

In this paper, we propose a reward based resource allocation
model that provides strict isolation between clients, and thereby
emulates a client’s performance when running on a dedicated in-
frastructure. In this example, the increase in IOPS resulting from
client 2’s better hit ratio will all be directed to it, while client 1’s al-
location will remain unchanged. Also, since the extra resources go
to the more efficient client, the system utilization will increase even
further. In Figure 2(b) we change the ratio in which clients 1 and
2 are served, from 1 : 1 to 1 : 2. The interleaved request sequence
in this case is (a1, b1, b2, a2, b3, b4, · · · ). As can be seen, the ag-
gregate system throughput increases to 3 requests every 20ms, or
150 IOPS (up from the 133.3 IOPS with 1 : 1 weight ratio). More
importantly, client 1 continues to receives 50 IOPS, while client 2
doubles its throughput to 100 IOPS.

3. STRONG ISOLATION POLICY
We begin by considering how the throughput of client i running

in isolation varies with its hit ratio hi. Let α = Γ/τ > 1 be the
ratio of the disk and SSD service times. Denote the threshold hit
ratio hT = α/(α + 1). We define the entitlement of client i to
be the maximum throughput it would receive if it were running in
isolation. The entitlement depends only on the hit ratio hi of the
client and the device speeds.
Lemma: The entitlement of client i is given by 1/(mi × Γ) for
hi ∈ [0, hT ] and 1/(hi × τ) for hi ∈ [hT , 1].

To see this, note that ifN requests have been serviced, the elapsed
time is at least the maximum of the disk service time (NmiΓ),
and the SSD service time (Nhiτ ). In the range [0, hT ], miΓ ≥
hiτ (HD is the bottleneck) and so the maximum throughput is
N/(NmiΓ). A symmetrical argument holds in the other range.
The throughput increases till the threshold hT and then falls.

The behavior is confirmed by simulation results shown in Fig-
ures 3 and 4, for the two cases α = 2 and α = 100. In the
figures, service times are exponentially distributed with means of
Γ = 10ms and τ equal to 5ms and 0.1ms respectively. Each re-

quest is independently classified as a hit (miss) with probability hi

(respectively, 1− hi).
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Figure 3: α = 2, hT = 0.67
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Figure 4: α = 100, hT = 0.99

Now consider the case where multiple clients are sharing the
server. The aim is to provide clients with capacity allocations that
reflect their efficiency in a dedicated system. We propose the fol-
lowing allocation policy to model this behavior.
Strong Isolation Policy (SIP): Allocate the capacity among the
clients in the ratio of their entitlements. If the clients have static
weights then allocate capacity in the ratio of weighted entitlements.

Unless explicitly stated we will assume that all clients have the
same weight. Under SIP, if the system has enough capacity then
each client (with sufficient demand) will receive its entitlement. If
the capacity is insufficient, the allocation will reward the clients
with higher entitlements in preference to those that have lower
throughputs in a dedicated system. For example, consider two
clients with hi = 1/2 and hj = 2/3 when run in isolation on
a system with Γ = 10ms and τ = 5ms. The entitlements of i
and j are 200 IOPS and 300 IOPS respectively. Under SIP, they
would receive allocations in the ratio 2 : 3 when consolidated on
the server. The system throughput will be 250 IOPS, allocated as
100 and 150 IOPS respectively.
Scheduler: To implement SIP, the scheduler must monitor each
client workload to estimate its current miss ratio over a small win-
dow of requests. We assume that the scheduler is able to determine
whether an access is a hit or a miss either directly from its address,
or is informed by the storage system after servicing the request.
Approaches to inferring the miss ratio using black-box measure-
ments are considered in [3]. Using the hit ratios, the entitlements
can be computed and used as weights of the clients in a standard
proportional scheduler. This will allocate capacity in the ratio of
the entitlements as required by SIP. However directly computing
the entitlements requires knowledge of the device speeds, which is
difficult in practice. To work around this issue, note that if the hit
ratios of two clients are both is in the range [0, hT ], the ratio of
their entitlements depends only on their miss ratios and does not
depend on the device speeds. The speed ratio between SSDs and
hard disks is typically around 50-100, so that hT is in the range
0.98-0.99. Hence the vast majority of workloads will have hit ra-
tios less than hT ; in other cases it can be clamped at hT with very
little performance impact. Our scheduler sets the hit ratio hi of
client i to be the smaller of its measured hit ratio and hT . It then
assigns client i a weight of 1/(1−hi) and allocates the capacity in
proportion to these weights.
We state the following properties of SIP without proof (see [2]).
Lemma: Let wi to denote the static weight of client i,

∑
i wi = 1,

and hi ≤ hT . The system throughput is given by 1
Γ

∑
i(wi/mi).

The throughput of client i is given by 1
Γ

(wi/mi).
Experimental Results: We performed simulation experiments to
show the behavior of SIP, with exponentially distributed HD and
SSD service times with means Γ=10ms and τ=1ms respectively.
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Figure 5: Comparison of Allocation in PS and SIP Schedulers

The scheduler monitors the hit ratio of each workload over a mov-
ing window of 100 requests, and allocates service in proportion to
1/mi. Figure 5 shows the results for PS and SIP based scheduling
algorithms. We show two clients A and B with equal weights and
initial hit ratios of 0. During the interval [100, 200] the hit ratio of
B’s workload increases to 0.5. With PS, both A and B increased
their throughput to roughly 67 IOPS between 100-200s. However
under SIP, A is not affected by the changes in B’s hit ratio, and
maintains a constant 50 IOPS. B increases its throughput from 50
to roughly 100 IOPS as predicted.

In the second experiment, clients A and B had hit ratios of 0.5
and 1.0 respectively. Note that hB is capped at hT by the scheduler
in this case. Table 1 shows the throughputs and device utilizations
as the static weights and size of the storage queue changes. The
allocations are close to the ratio wi/mi as predicted. When the
weights change, client A (B) is throttled to meet the preferential
allocation of B (respectively A), which saturates the SSD (HD).
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